Maritime Cluster of West Sweden

Autumn conference November 7 2017, at Lindholmen
How does the Maritime Cluster of West Sweden contribute to the SDGs?
- SDSN Northern Europe participates for inspiration together with some of the entrepreneurs from the SIF Oceans.
Contact: Jessica Hjerpe Olausson, Region Västra Götaland jessica.hjerpe.olausson@vgregion.se

Consider the possibility of getting hospital sheets into a more circular system.
Contact: Jenny Sjöstedt, Region Västra Götaland jenny.sjostedt@vgregion.se

Region Västra Götaland will look into the possibilities to create a “help desk” for entrepreneurs’ next step gathering information about the assistance available in order to visualize it and facilitate for entrepreneurs to find it.
Contact: Jessica Hjerpe Olausson, Region Västra Götaland jessica.hjerpe.olausson@vgregion.se

Create a company register on the website of the Maritime Cluster and every month present “company of the month”. Potentially develop the list to enable to:
- Add a “wish list” for the bigger companies: “Can someone help us to solve...”
- Search for competences.
Contact: Maria Holmkvist, University of Gothenburg maria.holmkvist@gu.se

The Maritime Cluster will collaborate with the Kristineberg implementation group and with the University of Gothenburg to exploit synergies in the establishment of the test site “Akvamarine” at Kristineberg, Sweden.
Contact: Kristina Snuttan Sundell, University of Gothenburg kristina.sundell@bioenv.gu.se

SDSN Northern Europe

Start a dialog with financiers about supporting innovations at an online solution platform – innovation offices.
Contact: Anna Nordén, SDSN Northern Europe anna.norden@chalmers.se

Organize “Failure Lunches”
What can we learn from failures to create sustainable development?
Contact: Anna Nordén, SDSN Northern Europe anna.norden@chalmers.se